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T
he journey started one evening on one of Blue Water
Hunting Internationals Coral Sea trips to Marion
Reef.There the owner of BWHI, Rob Torelli was
talking with clients about trips he had planned for the
upcoming 2007 season.As I stared off in space l kept
a bit of an ear out for what Rob was talking about

and I noticed a flyer that he had regarding an upcoming trip.The
Quest for the Giant Blue Fin Tunas!  “Is this going to happen?” I
asked. He assured me it was. This is when I let Rob know I wanted
in. I wanted a shot at not only a big tuna but a GIANT tuna.

Without hesitation I signed on. Every day up until the trip, I had
giant blue fin tuna on my mind. I went diving whenever and however
I could convince someone to go diving. I ventured to South Africa to
go spear yellow fin tunas with Daryl Balfour and Zak Zuccaro as a
precursor to the blue fin trip. I dove my local blue waters of the
Virgin Islands and the inshore reefs. Many afternoons were spent
with the 6 band tuna gun loading it and shooting it time after time
all while suffering a very bruised chest. I wanted to know that if I
pointed my gun at a fish of this size that my shot wasn’t going to
miss.

The final team had been put together, a group of divers from all
corners of the globe. Andy Ruddock was one guide representing
BWHI from Australia. Other guides and safety divers for the trip
included current Record Holder of the Pacific Blue fin, Dean Martin
along with his cousin Steve Hathaway both from New Zealand.

Finally in New Zealand I get to my hotel the night before
everyone is supposed to arrive and I feel myself starting to get fairly
ill. Our guide, Dean Martin picks me up at the hotel and assures me
that everything is going to be fine and we have enough medication
for the flu between everyone to keep me well. Greetings from my
new mates for the trip who are all in great spirits helped spruce me
up for the time-being.

Loaded up onto our new 65’ home for the next week we began
sorting and rigging guns and gear for the trip out to sea while the
captain was checking the weather forecast.Well I start thinking this
is good and it will give me another day to hopefully get better.
Wrong, by the next morning I am indeed worse.While enjoying
breakfast the captain assures us that we will be leaving in the
afternoon at the high tide. So I ask,“Captain what are the seas
supposed to be like today on the way out?” In his distinct Kiwi
voice,“Ah not to bad, 3-5meters and 25 knots of wind.”  Yeah roger
that captain!! And here I was thinking that the third tuna trip this
year, third time has got to be the charm for good weather!

All loaded up with several hundred pounds of chum and
mountains of ice we shove off in search of giants. Heading across the
Westport bar with everyone in good spirits we make our way at
10knots for the tuna grounds. I awaken early and I head up to the
galley to fix up some hot tea to warm me up and get the blood
flowing.Temps can’t be more than 45F outside. Steve still up from a
long night of seasickness is running back and fourth from the helm
to the stern shouting something about tunas underneath the boat.
The captain shows up and before long is hand feeding a giant 700lb.
tuna from the stern.

Shortly afterwards the 4 divers drew straws to see who would go
first. For some reason I actually prayed for the fourth longest in
hopes to get a bit better.We had decided on doing team drops with
a safety diver, a camera man and the spear fisherman. Kyle was first
and it wasn’t long before he was suited up.After a couple of jumps
at the first trawler the guys see nothing except about a thousand
birds in every direction.The captain pulls up along side of yet
another trawler yelling,“Chum ready, divers ready, alright chum,
chum, chum.” Five gallon buckets of chum going over the stern in
hopes of attracting the tuna’s attention long enough to pull them off
the trawler. As the captain readies the boat in neutral he begins
yelling,“Divers overboard.” The anticipation of what happens next is
what the rest of us on deck were waiting for.Andy comes up yelling
about how many tunas he just witnessed and how big they were and
how it is the most awesome site in his 40 plus years of diving.The
captain collects all of the divers and upon getting back on the
platform the three divers tell encouraging tales of the fish.The guys
have another go this time from the other side of the trawler and
once again boast about the mass of fish.“All the fish are on this side
of the trawler,” yells Andy. Now Craig is suited up and ready to
give it a go. Steve Hathaway pulls me aside and says,“Hey Eric you
should get suited up in case Craig shoots one you might still have a
chance this afternoon to have a go.They might be gone tomorrow.”
Feeling like total crap I get ready. Next dive in and Craig fires off on
a nice fish with his custom Merlo and heads pop up yelling fish on.
Craig’s first float in a series of 4 never goes down. He gets a second
float advanced quickly up to the front for added resistance.The fish
gives Craig a good 30 minute battle before he can get the fish
subdued and solidify the deal with a kill shot.What a sight watching
four grown men man handle a fish of that size onto the boat. This
really is possible and Craig was more than stoked! The bar had
definitely been set by him at this point and it was up to me to make
sure we kept the ball rolling.

Steve yelling across to me,“Eric you ready?  “Yeah Steve I’m ready,
lets do this.” With Andy as the cameraman and Dean as my back up

                For most blue water 
hunters landing giant tunas is 
a passion. The thoughts we 
envision of getting in the 
water with these awesome 
and powerful fish is 
something that we all have a 
quest for. This is the story of 
that particular quest.

Eric during his epic battle with his
tuna taking advice from the guide.

Getting the fish on board was no easy task!

Eric and his GIANT
blue fin tuna.

Done and dusted Eric sucks in some fresh air!
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We are strictly limiting
numbers of divers. To book
onto a charter or to
customise your own private
charter, contact Rob Torelli
at Blue Water Hunting
International.

Blue Water Hunting International are very
confident of success and expect each client
will have an opportunity to land a Monster
Blue Fin Tuna. (Weather permitting)

spearfi
A World First...
Blue Water Hunting International are proud to be
the first spearfishing charter business in the
world to offer a “guided” charter to hunt monster
Pacific Blue Fin tuna off the West Coast of
New Zealand in August 2008.

"Join the Blue Water Hunting International
experienced team of guides on the ultimate
blue water spearfishing expedition.
The 2007 trip led to AMAZING results. Here
we hunt massive 600 pound plus Pacific Blue
Fin Tuna off New Zealands West Coast.
We have two 7 day packages to choose from
in August 2008."

Rob Torelli
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Before all, it has to be said that in the southern
hemisphere there is not a single Bluefin tuna
species. There are the Southern Bluefin tuna,
Thunnus maccoyii (Castelnau, 1872) and the
Pacific Bluefin tuna, Thunnus orientalis
(Temminck & Schlegel, 1844). They’re strictly
related with each other and with the Northern,
or Atlantic Bluefin tuna, Thunnus thynnus, and
they’re really difficult to identify one from
another only on external characters.

Obviously, this takes nothing out of the magnificence and the
difficulty of spearfishing fishes like those captured in our expedition,
but… Which one has been caught? 

safety diver we readied ourselves next to the trawler and the
anticipation began to build.With my stomach some were up near my
throat I grabbed a big breath of air and rolled off the back of the
platform and made my dive thru the prop wash. Clearing thru the
wash I am greeted by numerous Giant Blue Fin Tuna. I think to
myself, holy crap. This is insane, with thoughts running thru my head,
which one do I shoot, how deep am I, where are the giant Mako
sharks?   Resurfacing I grab another breath thinking to myself I just
blew it. I notice the fish are still hanging around feeding quickly on
the remaining Hoki. Again I make my way down thru the swells and
line up on big fish coming my way, waiting, waiting the fish turns off
early and even though I know the fish is in range I don’t want to risk
a bad shot on the fish and turn to my left to see two nice fish
coming up from behind me and line up the closer fish letting the
shaft fly from 25ft. WHAM! Perfect shot behind the peck fin, then in
a blistering second the fish sounds for the bottom. I grab the 75’
bungy on the way by and let it feed thru my hand. It gets to the first
float and then in one motion the fish pulled me under a few feet just
long enough for me to realize this was not a fish I am going to hold
onto. I don’t believe it ever went more then 10-15ft down, but it
looked like 50-60 in my weary condition. I manage to get a good
hold on the fish and realize that although this fish is pulling hard it
really isn’t pulling the first float down. So I take time to advance the
second float up to the first float to create more resistance and then I
will still have the board for the back-up. I begin the task of pulling
up the bungy and sliding it thru the shark clip on the end of my float
only to have the fish pull it all out again from stretching the bungy so
thin. I repeat the effort again and again. He is just so strong, all this

Both have the same oceanic, pelagic existence, the first one widely distributed
in all oceans south of latitude 30°S, the second one primarily in the northern
hemisphere. Both can be found in New Zealand waters, even if a recent scientific
paper affirms that only a very narrow percentage (0,3%) of the Bluefin there can
be correctly identified, by DNA methods, as T. orientalis, being T. maccoyii the
Bluefin species more widely present.

Southern Bluefin tuna (T. maccoyii), was identified by body size and colour of
the caudal keel, the median caudal keel being yellow in adults. Later researches
found however that in large specimens this identification method was not reliable.

T. maccoyii exploitation by commercial fishing started in the 1950, and till
somewhat recent years was at the base of the tuna bought for sashimi in the
Japanese market. Due to high pressure by professional fishermen and to the fact
that reaches sexual maturity only around four or five years, the stock is now in a
depleted status.

It’s not as a surprise therefore that for field identification Japanese fishing
skippers have firstly identified Pacific Bluefin tuna by the presence of a muscular
protrusion in the dorsal abdominal cavity, present only in T. maccoyii but not in T.
orientalis. Unfortunately, this can be observed only when the gills are removed,
not a good practice when the principal aim is to preserve as much as possible the

body integrity and weight for possible
records.

T. orientalis seems to have a more
elongated body and can reach a bigger
size. Just some days before our
expedition, an American marine
biologist in a trip measured and
estimated the weight of a fish taken by
reel at 420kg! T. maccoyii, while
smaller, seems to have a stockier
body.

Anyway, all thing considered, and
thanks to the correct practice of
taking good measurements of the fish
and precise weight, we’re able to
probably asses all the capture to T.
orientalis. Plotting the FL (Fork-
Length) numbers for Craig Clasen’s
(244 kg - 537,93 lbs) and Eric Walker’s
(228 kg - 502,65 lbs) fish for the
known body relationship in T. maccoyii
against T. orientalis the result is pretty
evident.The difference from the
predicted weight in T. maccoyii is
respectively 146 kg - 321,87 lbs and
125 kg - 275,58 lbs.The difference
instead for T. orientalis is only 25 kg -
55,12 lbs and 16 kg - 35,27 lbs
respectively. Moreover, some of those
missing kilos/lbs can be explained as
body fluid lost between the time of
capture and that of weighting.

while being towed thru the water at a rate of knots!  Time after time I am getting
weaker and weaker by each and every pull of the bungy cord. I grab the float and
pray that I will puke from the sickness that is getting the better of me. Andy comes
over and says,“Eric take your time, you have a good shot in him.” And I follow with
something to the tone of,“I’m done Andy, I have no energy.”   Andy assures me that
I need to relax and take my time. Easier said then done with a 500+ pound fish on
the end of your spear. Finally I manage to get the fish up enough and on to another
shark clip with a bit more bite to it. From here I am able to get the fish up to the
shooting line and tied off. Dean hands me my back up gun and has me load it.
Then out of no were I see a big shape in the distance, OH NO is this the Mako I
have been thinking about for the last hour? Turns out to be a Minke whale coming
to see what was up.With the gun loaded I make a dive to 35ft and land a finishing
kill shot. Some more pulling and I get it to the floats and we tie it off, but with each
swell the fish sinks at least 10-15ft with me attached. Finally after some well
deserved photos I swim the fish over to the back of the boat and lip hook him with
the flying gaff.The sound of cheers from the guys assure me this fish is big. I crawl
up onto the back of the boat and nearly near pass out from total exhaustion. Then
I turn and see what I have just landed. HOLY CRAP!!!!    I made it about another
two hours before passing out in my bunk from the flu while everyone else
celebrated the day’s good fortune. I was out cold! 

Kyle set us up with the best and freshest sushi feast that any of us have ever had
and it didn’t take us long to devour 10-15lbs of tuna on the way in. I was hoping for
a fish of 400lbs and was so happy to see the scale tip over the 500 mark. Craig’s
fish went well over the 500 pound mark, and Andy’s fish tipped the scale at just over
600.Together with Steve we had landed 4 GIANT Blue Fin Tuna on a pioneering
blue water spear fishing charter.

Our success was largely in part of all the guys making it a team effort. We
saluted each other on a successful and unforgettableFinally, both Eric and the

tuna are safely on board.

The MV Legacy, our comfortable home 
for our Quest for Giants.


